DECEMBER 13-17, 2021

Grades 6-12

December 13

THE BUDDHA
- The Buddha: Educational Resources
- The Buddha | Mindfulness: A Guide for Teachers
- Cast of Characters: Buddha | The Story of India

AT ONE WITH NATURE: NATIONAL PARKS OF JAPAN
- Around the Globe: Japan
- Underwater Medicine for Manta Rays | Operation Wild

POETRY IN AMERICA
- Poetry in America (Series Collection)
- Brian, Age 7, by Mark Doty

December 14

WEDU ARTS PLUS Episode 214 (Full episode)

Watch Preview
Take a journey with filmmakers who sought to capture the spirit of the Hammond organ, see where dress-making intersects with the art of welding, an artist travels back to the early 1900s to perfect the craft of photography, and a near-tragedy gives this painter a new outlook on art.

- Video Production: Behind the Scenes with the Pros
- Wil Blades: Music (Jazz)
- Through the Lens: Imaging Santa Fe
- Using Color to Create Emphasis
WEDU QUEST Episode 106 (Full episode)

Watch Preview

See how marine scientists are developing new ways to count fish, tour the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, see the St. Louis sewer system get a makeover, and explore the developmental education in Florida's college system.

- C-BASS: Revolutionizing Fish and Ocean Habitat Management
- Satellite Imagery and Biodiversity | Life from Above
- Greening Waste Treatment
- Educators Guide: Hockey Sticks | DragonflyTV

FLORIDA WILDLIFE CORRIDOR EXPEDITION: EVERGLADES TO OKEFENOKEE

- Okefenokee Swamp | Live Exploration
- Okefenokee Swamp | Physical Features of Georgia

BATTLE OVER BEARS EARS

- Bears Ears National Monument
- Who Protects Public Lands? | PBS NewsHour

December 15

CRAFT IN AMERICA

- Craft in America: Harmony
  - Tapping the Roots of American Music
  - Instruments and Innovation. The Accordion | Tapping the Roots of American Music

NEANDERTHAL

Episode 2

- NOVA: Archaeology Collection
- The Human Spark Collection

SISTER WENDY AT THE NORTON SIMON MUSEUM

- Sister Wendy, Her Life
- Sister Wendy Interview

December 16

WEDU ARTS PLUS Episode 523 (Full episode)

Watch Preview

See poetry performed in sign language, they may be young, but these kids can act, a look into the life of a beloved motion picture filmmaker and the legacy he left behind, and visit a place that calls itself the "clay city."
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See how these folks are pursuing lifelong learning. Scientists at Cornell are using x-rays to better understand our world. Studying hurricanes in the lab help us better understand this force of nature and working with raptors in North Carolina.

Digital Nation | Arne Duncan: The Class of the Future
Why don't we use all of our brain cells? | AskMIT
The Human Spark | The Brain in Action
The Half-Mile Long Microscope
The Effect of Sea Surface Temperature on Hurricanes
Seasonal Science: Raptor Migration

ARMED WITH LANGUAGE
Armed with Language Educator Toolkit

AT ONE WITH NATURE: NATIONAL PARKS OF JAPAN
Around the Globe: Japan
Volcanoes

POETRY IN AMERICA
Poetry in America (Series Collection)
On Broadway: "Tonight" from West Side Story | Music Arts Toolkit

December 17
IMPOSSIBLE BUILDS: SKINNY SKYSCRAPER
Building Big | Skyscraper Basics
What Is the Engineering Design Process?
It's Cool to Be a Civil Engineer
ENGINEERING NATURE: SANTA'S WILD HOME
- Gross Science | The Real Rudolph
- Wolverine: Chasing the Phantom

NOVA: DECODING DA VINCI
- Leonardo da Vinci | Empires: The Medici
- Treasures of the World | Lesson Plan: Mona Lisa